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EQUIVARIANT CLASSIFYING SPACES AND FIBRATIONS

by

stefan waner

Abstract. Explicit classifying spaces for equivariant fibrations are constructed

using the geometric two-sided bar construction. The constructions are then ex-

tended to classify stable equivariant spherical fibrations and equivariant AT-theory.

The ambient groups is assumed compact Lie.

In order to be able to prove an equivariant version of the Adams Conjecture

[Wal], it is certainly helpful to have a classifying space for equivariant stable

spherical fibrations, and to prove that they lead to a generalized equivariant

cohomology theory [MHW].

Stasheff first constructed classifying spaces for various categories of fibrations in

[Stl], and these have proved to be an indispensable tool for homotopy theorists.

The purpose of this paper is to construct explicit classifying spaces for various

categories of stable and unstable equivariant fibrations over suitable base spaces.

This will be done using a generalized "classifying space machine" based largely on

that of Peter May in Classifying spaces and fibrations [Mal]. As a by-product, we

shall also obtain explicit classifying spaces for the various categories of (stable and

unstable) equivariant bundles, thereby providing alternate models of spaces con-

structed by R. Lashof and M. Rothenberg in [Lai], as well as new versions of the

classifying spaces for equivariant ÄT-theory. (See, for example, [Mol].)

In order to be able to construct universal G-fibrations and to prove a classifica-

tion theorem, the foundations of G-homotopy theory and G-cellular theory must be

put in order. This is done in [Wa2] for G-compact Lie, and will enable us to prove

our classification theorem with the full generality of G-compact Lie. The founda-

tional theory of G-fibrations is discussed in [Wa3] and will be referred to here as

needed.

The technique of our approach to the classification will be to restrain the fibers

to lie in an appropriate "category of fibers" which (usually) contains a prototype

space F with varying actions of closed subgroups of G. F serves as a homotopy

model for the fibers of a given fibraton. The concept of a G-fibration with fiber F

[Wa3] may serve as a motivating example. (Without such a prototype, the family of

classes of equivariant fibrations over a point are too large to be a set.) When F is

compact, we can classify up to strict fiberwise G-homotopy, and when F is not

compact, we are still able to classify up to weak fiberwise G-homotopy equivalence.
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0. Notations, definitions and statement of main result. Throughout, G will be

assumed to a compact Lie group. G% will denote the category of compactly

generated weak Hausdorff spaces possessing a specified right G-action, and of

continuous G-maps. The corresponding category of based spaces will be denoted

by Cö (G always fixed the basepoint), and the associated homotopy categories will

be denoted by hG% and «G3\

In [Wa3], the concept of a G-fibration with fiber F is introduced. Let &F(X)

denote the family of equivalence classes (up to G-fiberwise homotopy equivalence)

of G-fibrations with compact fiber F over a given "suitable" G-space X. (The

notion of a "suitable" G-space will be made precise in §3, where the family &F(X)

will also be discussed in more careful detail.) In effect, our classification theorem

will read as follows:

Theorem 0. There exists a G-space B, unique up to G-homotopy, and a natural

equivalence

$: &F(X) s «G%(*, 77).

Of course, it follows that &F(X) is a set.

1. Equivariant fibrations and categories of fibers.

1.1. Equivariant categories of fibers. Fibrations whose fibers are constrained to lie

in a prespecified "category of fibers" are the natural generalization of fiber bundles

(over suitable base spaces) and thus accessible to analysis in much the same way as
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bundles. May, in [Ma2], presents a comprehensive analysis of such fibrations. Here,

we adapt this analysis to the equivariant case.

Definition 1.1.1. Let F be a space in <$L, and let A be a collection of right

actions a of closed subgroups 77a on F such that {77a} is a complete set of

representatives of conjugacy classes of closed subgroups of G. An equivariant

category of fibers with distinguished fiber F is a pair (Ci, F) such that G"iF is a

category each of whose objects is a map p: P —* Q in G% with Q a G-orbit, and

each of whose morphisms is a pair of G-maps yielding a commutative square:

P     -*     P'

i i

Q    -»    Q'
In addition, Cî is required to have the following properties:

(i) For each a G A, the maps pa: Fa X H G—» G/Ha are in C3. (Here, Fa

denotes F with the right action a by 77a.)

(ii) For each pair (p: F-» Q, p': P' -* Q') of objects in CÎ, and for each

morphism (9, 9): p -*p' 9 restricts to a weak Gx-equivalence: p ~ x(x) -*p'~ x(G(x))

for each x G Q.

(iii) If/»: P -» Q is an object in G<5, and if 9: G/ÄT-» Q is in G%, with K = Ha

for some a G A, then there exists a morphism (9, 9)pß -»/» for some ß G A.

(iv) Observing that C§ is a topological category, we require the natural projec-

tions

"aß'- G9(pa,pß) -* G%(G/Ha, G/Hp)

(where GGll(G/Ha, G/Hß) c G%(G/Ha, G/Hß) denotes the image of 77-a/8, the

existence of a map G/ Ha —> G / Hß not implying in general that we can cover it by

a map (9, 9): pa —>pß since we may have 77a = 77a. for two incomparable actions a

and a') to be quasifibrations such that if 4> G C3(pß,py), then, in the commutative

diagram:

GV(pa,Pp) * G$(pa,py)

"aßi i^trr

G%(G/Ha,G/Hß)     L     G%(G/Ha,G/Hy)

induced by <|>, F restricts to a weak equivalence on each fiber.

(v) If/»: F-> Q is in C», then so is/» X 1,: P X {/} ->• Q X {/} for each / in 7.

Similarly, if 0: /» -» q is in G 3", then so is 6 X 1,: /» X l,->çXl( for each / G 7.

Observe that the full subcategory of C3 whose objects are the/»a for a G A is a

small topological category (the set {pa: a G A} of objects being given the discrete

topology). Our classifying spaces will take the form of categorical constructions

based on this subcategory of G ¥.

Example 1.1.2. As usual, G will be a compact Lie group.

(a) Let F be a space, and let A be a set of actions a of closed subgroups 77a on F

such that:

(i) { 77a } gives a complete set of representatives of G-orbit types.
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(ii) The collection of actions {aGA:77a = 77}isa complete representative set

of 77-homotopy classes of actions by H on F such that F G H%.

Define a category of fibers (C?6^, F) whose objects are all G-maps/»: P —> Q

such that there is a fiberwise equivariant weak equivalence1 (9, 9): pa^p for some

G-homeomorphism 9: G/Ha -* Q and some a G A. The morphisms of G^% are

all pairs (9, 9) which satisfy l.l.l(ii).

(b) Let (GfW, F) be specified such that G<?<¥ is the full subcategory of G^%

obtained by replacing "weak equivalence" by "equivalence" everywhere in the

definition above.

Note that, when F is compact, the set A may be assumed countable.

Proposition 1.1.3. (C5%,F) and (CS^, F) are equivariant categories of

fibers.

Proof. Conditions (i) and (ii) of 1.1.1 are easily seen to be met, and (v) is trivial.

To establish (iii), suppose given a G-map 9: G/K^ Q for an object/»: P —» Q in

C^GlL (or G^%). We may as well assume that p = pa for some a G A, by

definition of the category Cä^L. Now there is a G-homeomorphism <j> making the

following diagram commutative:

—' G/Ha

where the action of H on F is defined by

/°«=/°a(«a),

where a G G is any element such that 9 is left multiplication (of right cosets) by a

(any G-map G/77 —» G/77 being of this form), and h" = a~xha. Since it restricts to

an 77-equivariant homeomorphism over He G G/77, we have shown (iii).

1.1.1 (iv) is a formal consequence of the fact that/» is an equivariant fibration for

each a G A (see [Lai]); local triviality of /» follows from the existence of local

sections of G^ G/77a. Indeed, the maps iraß: GcS(pa,pß -> G%(G/77a, G/Hß))

are fibrations.

1.2. G'S spaces and C$ fibrations. Recall the notion of a G-space/»: F —» 77 over

B from [Wa3]. (This is similar to James' category of spaces over a fixed space B.)

Definition 1.2.1. Let (C3, F) be an equivariant category of fibers. AGf space

is a G space/»: E —> B such that/»|: p~x(Q) -» Q is in C% for each orbit Q in B. A

morphism of ' C$ spaces is a morphism of G spaces which restricts to a morphism in

C3 over each orbit. We thus have a category of CÎ spaces and an associated

homotopy category. A Cî-quasifibration is a Gf space which is also a G-quasi-

fibration [Wa3].

'With respect to the action of the appropriate isotropy subgroup.
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Definition 1.2.2. AGf space/»: E —► 77 is said to be a C3 fibration if it satisfies

the G%~ CHP, defined by the following diagram of morphisms of C5 spaces:

in which q and p are given C$ spaces, « is in G<$L, and (770, «0) is a given

morphism of G ̂  spaces.

Notations 1.2.3. If/»: E -» 77 is in G<$L, denote by Tp: TE -» 77 the gammafica-

tion of p discussed in [Ma2, §3.2]. (Briefly, TE c ttB X E is the set of pairs (X, e),

where X is a Moore path in B starting at p(e), and Tp is the endpoint projection

Tp(X, e) = X(l(X)), where l(X) is the length of X; that is, X: R+ -* 77 is constant for

parameters > /(A).) Observe that TE inherits a natural G-action such that Tp is a

G-map. We also have the obvious G-map tj: E —» TE over 77, and the path addition

map p: T(TE) —>TE over 77. These maps are discussed in detail in [Ma2, §3.2].

Definition 1.2.4. Let/»: E —> 77 be a G%~ space for some category of fibers

(GW, F). A C» lifting map for/» is a G-map |: TE -> E over B such that £ ° 17 = 1,

and such that the map

ll^-'Oî.G)^/»-1^«))^)

is in G ̂  for each ß G ttB, where

it: TE —* ttB

is the natural map. (This condition is equivalent to that in [Ma2, §3.2] in the

nonequivariant case.)

The following proposition displays the universality of the gamma construction

just mentioned:

Proposition 1.2.5. A C3 space p: E —» B is a C$ fibration if and only if it has a

G$ lifit.

The proof of [Ma2, §3.4] goes over to this equivariant case verbatim. Observe

that, in this general setting, the above proposition provides a clue as to what is

entailed by equivalence of two C%~ fiberings (see 2.3.5).

We now examine the behavior of the T function on categories of fibers:

Definition 1.2.6. A category of fibers (G%~, F) is T-complete in a full subcate-

gory G S of G% if the following statements are true for G S quasifiberings p:

F -> 77 with B and E in G&:

(i) Tp is a CS fibration with G ̂ -lifting function £;

(ii) tj: E -» TE is a C$ map over 77;

(iii) T takes G 'S maps between quasif ibrations to G 'S maps.
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Proposition 1.2.7. The categories (CS^l,F) and (GS%, F) are T-complete in

C^tL and Cfä respectively.

Proof. For GS^ll, (i) and (ii) are immediate, since the five-lemma implies that p

is&GS% lift.

The proof for GV requires the following result, which is proved in [Wa2] and

[Wa3]: If /»: E —»77 is in G6^, then the homotopy-theoretic fiber is of the

G-homotopy type of a based G-CW complex. Property (iii) now follows by an easy

argument.

Remark 1.2.8. Observe that the proof of 1.2.5 shows that a G'S fibration is a

G-fibration whatever the choice of category of fibers (C%~, F). The converse is not

always true, although every G-fibration with fiber F (cf. [Wa3]) is a (GS6^, F)

fibration by definition. The following proposition tells us when a G-fibration is a

(GS,F) fibration.

Proposition 1.2.9. Suppose that p: E-^ 77 is a G-fibration such that the restric-

tions of p to the preimages of a set {Qa} of orbits in B are G Styl-spaces, and that the

inclusion \lQa —► 77 induces a surjection ^"(i): ^o(TÍQa) —* it"(B) for each closed

subgroup 77. Then p is a GS% fibration.

Proof. This is a formal consequence of the G-CHP.

Corollary 1.2.10. Let /»: E —» B be a G-fibration such that there is a point q in

each component of each fixed point set of 77 with a (weak) G -equivalence Fa —*

p~x(q) for some action a of Gq on F such that Fa has the Gq-homotopy type of a

G?-CW complex. Then p is a GS% (GS^fibration.

Thus, for example, all G-bundles which satisfy the G-CHP are GS% fibrations

for some fiber F. (G-bundles will be discussed in §3.)

It is now apparent why the notion of a category of fibers is essential to an

analysis of G-fibrations. Indeed, it is easy to see that the collection of G-equiva-

lence classes of G-fiberings with contractible fiber over a point is too large to be a

set, and hence is unclassifiable whenever G ^ 1.

Proposition 1.2.11. Suppose that 77 has a numerable G-cover by open tubes which

deform equivariantly to specified "central" orbits. Then any (GS3^, F) map of

(GS^liS, F) fibrations over 77 is a G-fiberwise homotopy equivalence.

Proof. This is immediate from the definition of the category (GS%, F) and

from the G-Dold Theorem [Wa3].

The forgetful functors also behave correctly:

Proposition 1.2.12. %: G%-»77% sends (GS,F) (quasi)fibrations to

(HS, F) (quasi)fibrations for G S = GS^ or GS%.

Proof. First, (GS, F) spaces go to (77^, F) spaces because 77-maps 77/77' -» X

arise from G-maps G/77' -» X (consider fixed point sets).

Second, if/»: E —» 77 is a G S fibration, we may convert an HS lifting problem to

a GS lifting problem by considering the following diagram:
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where all the squares are in G except for the left-hand one, which is in 77, and m is

obtained from the G-action, while ie is inclusion a h» (a, e).

(This can also be proved using the G-gamma construction.)

1.3. Principalization functors. We turn now to the formulation of equivariant

principalization functors to enable us to construct the classifying maps in §2.

Definition 1.3.1. Let (CS, F) be an equivariant category of fibers, and let A

denote its set of actions on F. For a GS space p: E -^ 77 and an a G A, define a

map P(p)a: P(E)a^P(B)a in % by setting P(E)a = GS(Pa,p) and letting

F(77)a c Gall(G/Ha, 77) be the image space obtained by passage to orbit maps.

P(p)a is the quotient map. (Recall thatpa: Fa X H G -» G/Ha is the quotient map

and that all these notations were described in Definition 1.1.1.)

Definition 1.3.2. By a (nonequivariant) category of fibers, we shall mean a

(l)-category of fibers (as in [Ma2]). If (GS, F) is a G-category of fibers with set of

actions A, we define an associated category of fibers (Sa, Fa) for each a G A as

follows: Sa is the category whose objects are the preimages of all points q G Q, as

Q ranges through the codomains of objects /» in G S, such that there exists a GS

map 0 = (9,9): pa^>p with 9([e]) = q. The morphisms in Sa are then restrictions

of those in G S. It is easily verified that all the requirements for a category of fibers

are met.

Let (&a, Aa) denote the associated principal category of fibers, as defined in

[Ma2, §4.3]. (Briefly, Aa = Sa(Fa, Fa), and the objects of Qa are of the form

^a(Fa,;r)for* s'9m.)

Proposition 1.3.3. The operations P(-)a define functors: (GS, F) -» (&a, Aa) for

each a. Moreover, P(-)a restricts to a functor from G S fibrations to &a fibrations.

Proof. The first statement follows formally from the definitions. Let/»a: (Sa, Fa)

—» (&a, Aa) denote the principalization functor discussed in [Ma2, §4.3]. (Briefly,

Pa(X) = Sa(Fa, X) and Pa(f) = Sa(Fa,f).) Then we have the following commuta-

tive diagram:

P(E)a      *      Pa{p-\Ba))

i i

P(B)a      " 770

where 770 c 77 is the subspace {9([e]): 0 = (9, 9): pa -»/»}, the bottom homeomor-

phism is the correspondence 9 <-+ 9([e]), and the top homeomorphism is

(9,9)^9\p-x[e].
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Since the right-hand vertical arrow is an (<£a, Aa) fibration by a purely formal

argument [Ma2,§4.5], the second assertion follows.

Remark 1.3.4. We have the following amusing observation: If (GS, F) is a

G-category of fibers with set of actions A, we may define nonequivariant categories

of fibers Sa % and Sa tyS as in [Ma2, §6.2(iii)] by considering the 77a action on F.

Then there are canonical equivalences:

ra: (S%a, Fa) ^ (Sa%, FJ

and

ra:(S%a,Fa) = (Sas¡¡S,Fa)

where ?F%a and <56l£a are as in Definition 1.3.2.

We now record the following information for later use:

Proposition 1.3.5. If 9X and 92 are G-homotopic maps G/Ha -» G/Hß, and if 9X

is covered by a G-map Fa X H  G —» Fß X H G, then so is 92.

This is an immediate consequence of the G-CHP.

Corollary 1.3.6. If B is the base space of a G S fibration, then for each G-map <b:

GI' H —» 77, there is an action a G A and an element <f> G F(77)a such that Trn(P(B)a,

4>) « irnH(B, <b) (where Ha = 77).

2. Construction of equivariant classifying spaces. Here, CS fibrations are classi-

fied. The main references for this chapter are [Ma2, §§3 and 4].

2.1. Equivariant Simplicia! spaces and realization.

Definition 2.1.1. A G-simplicial space is a simplicial object in the category G%

(see, for example, [Ma3, §1] for details). Since all the simplices A" are in G% with

trivial G-action, it follows that the geometric realization functor restricts to a

functor from G-simplicial spaces to G-topological spaces, and all the functorial and

homotopy properties continue to hold equivariantly (see [Ma4, §11]).

The important examples of G-simplicial spaces will be in the form of two-sided

bar constructions. Other examples arise from Illman's equivariant singular homol-

ogy and cohomology theories,2 but these will not be dealt with here (even though I

am sure that our G-CW theory can be used to construct an equivariant Serre

spectral sequence).

2.2. Two-sided equivariant bar constructions. We recall some material from [Ma2,

§12]. If A is a discrete space (of objects), a A-graph is a space ® (of arrows)

together with continuous maps S: $ -> A and T: 9> -» A (called source and

target). A morphism of A graphs is a continuous map /: ® —* ÍB ' such that

S ° / = S and T ° / = T. If % and © ' are two A graphs, let ® X A % ' be the

A-graph with arrow space {(b, b'): Sb = Tb'} c 9> X %' and with S(b, b') =

S(b') and T(b, b') = Tb.

Define a right A-graph to be a space ty with a map S: ty —»A; similarly, a left

A-graph % has only T: 9C —> A. We can then define products ty X A % and

® X A % as right and left A-graphs, and ty X A % as a space.

2See [111].
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A monoid in the category of A-graphs is a triple (&, C, I) where (3- is a A-graph,

and C: & x A & -» 6B and 7: A -» éE are maps of A-graphs (called composition

and identity) which satisfy the expected associativity and identity conditions. This

is just a small topological category with object space A.

A right A-graph over & is a right A-graph ty together with a map <3l:

ty X A 8, -> ty of right A-graphs which satisfies "31(1 x A C) = 9v(9v X A 1), and

91(1 x A7) = €1.

Definition 2.2.1. If ty is a left A-graph over a monoid 6E such that ty also has a

right G-action, which commutes with the source map (S(yg) = S(y)) and the

iB-action (<3l(a, vg) = 9l(a,y)g) then we say that ty is a left-G-A-graph over 6E.

If 90 and <?J are, respectively, right-A- and left-G-A-graphs over &, we may form

the G-simplicial space 77„(90, &, ty) and its realization 77(90, &, ty) =

177,(90, <$,, ty)\ in Ch by following [Ma2, §12].
Example 2.2.2. Let (GS, F) denote a category of fibers, and let A denote the

discrete space of distinct actions of closed subgroups on F associated with the

category G S. Define a monoid & in the category of A-graphs by letting

& =    II     GS(Pa,Pß)

with the natural source and target maps, and monoid structure given by composi-

tion in G S. We have the following examples of A-graphs over &. (Henceforth, &

will always be as above.)

(i) 90 = A with action A X A & -» A the only possible one;

(ii) 90 = 9(E), where 9(E) = UaSA P(E)a and where the action 9(E) X A &

—* 9(E) is given by composition.

(iii) ty = 0, where 0 =Ua€A6/^ and where the action & X A 0 -> 0 is

given by ((9, 9),[g]) ^ 9([g]).

(iv) ty = S, where S = UaeA Fa X H^ G and where the action £ X A S -h> S is

given by evaluation.

(v) ty = &p, where ^ = HaeA GS(pß,pa) and where the action & X A ^ -»•

éE^ is given by composition in G Sr.

(vi) ty = &ß, where &ß = IIaeA ,TßaGS(pß,pa) (see 2.2.1) and where the action

6B X A &ß -» #„, is given by ((0, 0),<i>) -» 0 ° <i>.

Here, the graphs (5^ and ¿t^ have trivial G-action, and are regarded as nonequi-

variant graphs.

Proposition 2.2.3. If 6E is as above, and if 1(a) is nondegenerate for each a G A,

then:

(i) The maps p: B(%,@,,S)^> 77(90, &, 0) are G S quasifibrations for arbitrary

A-graphs 90 over &.

(ii) If 90o = F_1(a) c 90 is nonempty and aspherical for each a G A, then the

map

9: 77(90, &, ty)-*B(A, &,ty)

is an equivariant quasifibration, and is thus a weak G-equivalence.

(iii) The maps pa: 77(90, &, <3,a) -> 77(90, &, &a) are AatyS quasifibrations

whenever F is in HatyS for each a G A.
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The maps /», q and pa are the natural maps induced by projection on the

simplicial space level.

Proof, (i) In order to adapt the argument in [Ma2, §7.6] using Definition 1.4.4,

we observe that the pa: Fa X H G —> G/Ha are GS quasifibrations and that the

face maps on the simplicial space level are G S maps.

(ii) is similar to (i), since any map between aspherical spaces is a weak equiva-

lence, and there is a trivial G-action on q~x(x) for each x G B(A, &, ty) (since G

acts on last coordinates).

(iii) Again similar to (i), using the fact that if <J>: F —» F is an 77-homotopy

equivalence, then <> induces a weak equivalence AatyS -» AatyS (by 77a-Whitehead).

In order to ensure that the points in 7(a) are nondegenerate, we grow a whisker

on each GS(pa,pa) at the identity, moving the basepoint to its end, 1 G [0, 1], and

obtain a new (strict) monoid & ' which acts naturally on any graphs over & (see for

example [Ma4, A.8]; strictness of &' follows from strictness of &).

The following fact about the classifying spaces will be needed later:

Lemma 2.2.4. If X is a simplicial G-space with each Xn in GtyS and each

sXn —* Xn+X a G-cofibration where sXn is the space of degenerate elements, then \X\ is

in G<¥. In particular, if 90 and & are in tyS and ty is in G%, then 5(90, &,ty)is

in G<¥.

The proof is just an application of invariance of pushouts and colimits of

cofibrations and of G-CW approximation. (See, e.g., [Ma5, A.4] for a readily

adaptable nonequivariant version.)

Lemma 2.2.5. Suppose that F is compact, and that (CS, F) is an equivariant

category of fibers such that F is in HatyS for each a G A. Then & is in tyS.

Proof. The maps -naß: GS(pa,pß)^> G6>l(pa,pß) are fibrations, and G% is a

union of components of G6li(pa,pß) « NH (Hß), a closed manifold, and hence a

CW complex. The result is thus a consequence of [Stl] (or [Wa3]).

Corollary 2.2.6. With (GS, F) as above, the spaces 77(A, &, 0 ) and B(A, &, S)

are in G%.

Corollary 2.2.7. The map Tp: TB(A, &, f)-> 77(A, &, 0) is a (GS, F) fibra-

tion.

2.3. The classification of GS°h,- and G StyS -fibrations. Now that we have estab-

lished the appropriate machinery, we may employ an elaboration of [Ma2, §9] to

obtain a classification theorem. First, some preliminary lemmas.

Lemma 2.3.1. Let &, 90 and & be as defined in 2.2.2. Then the natural maps

ea:B(%,&,&a)^%a = T-x(a)

are deformation retractions for each a G A (where T: 90 —* A is the target map).

Proof. This is a consequence of [Ma4, §§9.8, 9.9 and 11.10] in which a

contraction is constructed on the simplicial space level. The maps
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V Xa -> B(X, &, «„),

xHt(x[ ]1„(1))

are homotopy inverses.

Lemma 2.3.2. Le/ (G^, F) Z»e /ne equivariant category of fibers (GS6^, F) or

(GS%, F) with F G HatyS for each action a G A. If p: E-> B is a G S fibration,

then ê in the following diagram is a weak G-equivalence:

E      ¿-      B(9(E), (SB, S)

PÍ PÍ

B      ¿      77(<3>(F), &, 0)

where 9(E), &, 0 and S are given by Example 2.2.2.

Proof. Applying the functors P( )a, we obtain:

P(E)a      ¿      77(<3>(F), &, &a)

P(P)ai i

P(B)a      ¿      B(9(E), &, &a)

for each a G A, where the ea are equivalences. Thus, by Lemma 2.3.1 and the

five-lemma, we conclude that each ëa is a weak equivalence.

We must now deduce that

eH:B(9(E), &, 6)H^BH

is a weak equivalence for each closed subgroup 77. This is seen as follows:

First, P(B)a is a union of components of BH° (because/» is a (GS, F) fibration).

Now 77(<3>(F), &, &a) consists of points ((90, 90), [(9X, 9X), ..., (9n, 9~„)], 9n + x, s)

where the 9¡ and 9¡ fit into a diagram as follows:

8                                    6n                 6q
F xffG.^F«„ Xff„    G-►—->E

G/Ha--e-> G/H     —d-g— B
°n+l " un u0

and s G A". Points of B(9(E), &, G)H; regarded as G-maps G/77„ -»

B(9(E), S,, 0), may be represented in exactly the same way, except that a

covering G S map 9 need not exist.

We   now   assert   that   77(^P(F), &, &a)   is   a   union   of   components   of

B(9(E), a, 6)"-. Indeed, if

X:I^B(9(E), &, 0)"°

is a path starting in B(9(E), &, &a), then X gives a homotopy

<>, ~¡í>2: G/77a X 7->5    (via g)

such that <i>| defines a diagram as above;
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F«   XHr S//n

-> E

G/Har
^B

0,:G/77a -

while <í>2 defines a similar diagram, except that the dotted arrow is not given to

exist.

The G Íí-CHP gives a map y in the following diagram:

Fa   *H

in which F/77 and F/77' are the evident pullbacks, y and yx are the universal

G-maps, and the sequence on the bottom is defined by <b2. y2 exists by the

equivariant Whitehead Theorem applied to the fiberwise weak equivalence y.

Hence, by the diagram, X(l) G B(9(E), 6B, &a), since the map p is covered by a G

map.

Next, we show that iH" is bijective on components. The result will follow, since ia

is a weak equivalence.

First, iH" is surjective on components because it is clearly a surjection. Injectivity

is more tricky; let X: I —> BH- be a path from a point p in the image of

B(9(E), &, &J to a point q in the image of B(9(E), &, &ß), where Hß = Ha =

77. Since èa is a weak equivalence for each a G A, we may assume that p and q are

of the form (/„[ ]la, (1)) and (fß[ ]lß, (1)) respectively, where /„: Fax HG^E

and fß: Fß X H G —> E arise from G S maps. Now the G S lifting property applied

to X and fa gives an 77-equivalence \¡/: Fa —» Fß. Let fa = fß ° >p X H 1. Then fa is

G-homotopic to fa over the map X(l): G/Ha -^ B, because of the way \¡/ was

constructed. This gives a path from/» to (/J ]la, (1)), which may then be joined to

q by the path / h» (fß[\p X H l]la, (/, 1 - /)), as required.

Lemma 2.3.3. With F and GS as in 3.3.2, the natural map

i):77(A; &, S) -» T77(A, &, S)

induces weak equivalences

P(r,)a: P(B(A, &, S))a -> P(TB(A, &, T))a

for each a G A.

Proof. There are natural homeomorphisms making the following diagram com-

mute for each a G A:

F(77(A, &, S))a     s     77(A, &, &a)

P(l)ai k.

F(77(A, &, 0))a     s     77(A, &, &a)
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Thus P(q)a is a quasifibering. Further, the map P(t])a in the hypothesis restricts

to a weak equivalence on each fiber (by the T-completeness of (GS, F)). The

conclusion follows by an application of the five-lemma to the horizontal arrow in

the diagram:

P(B(A, &,$)\-^7>(r77(A, &,9))a

p(p\\ Am«

P(B(A,S,£))a

where the two (apparently distinct) interpretations of P(B(A, &, 0))a; one from/»

and the other from Tp, are the same.

Corollary 2.3.4. F(F77(A, &, S))a is aspherical and nonempty for each a G A.

Proof. A consequence of 3.3.1, 3.3.3 and the homeomorphisms P(B(A, &, S))a

a 77(A, &, &a).

Definition 2.3.5. If (GS, F) is an equivariant category of fibers, let &GS(B)

denote the collection of equivalence classes of G S fibrations over 77 under the

equivalence relation generated by the G S maps over B.

Observe that & G 'StyS(B) is the collection of equivalence classes of G%~%

fiberings over 77 under the relation of fiberwise homotopy equivalence provided 77

is G-numerable.

We now prove the classification theorem.

Theorem 2.3.6. Let (GS,F) denote one of the categories (GS^l, F) or

(GStyS, F), with F G HatyS for each a G A, and F compact for the case CS =

GStyf». Then there is a natural isomorphism

$: &CS(B) s hG<%L(B, B(A, &, 0))

whenever 77 G G<¥.

Proof, (a) Definition of 4\ Let/»: E —> B be a G 'S fibration. By 2.3.2, the map ë:

B(9(E), &, 0)-*77 is a weak-G-equivalence. Let y: X-* B(9(E), &, 0) be a

G-CW approximation to B(9(E), &, 0) (see [Wa2]). Then, by the G-Whitehead

Theorem, ê » y, then y ° a = G is a right G-homotopy inverse to e. Let $(/») be

given by the composite 77 -* B(9 (E), <£, 0 ) -> B(A, &, 0 ).
g p

(b) Definition of * = $_1. Given a G-map/: 77 -► 77(A, <£,G), let *(/) denote

the G fibration obtained by pulling back Tp: TB(A, <$,©)-> 77(A, &., 0) over/.

(c) Proof that ^O = 1. Consider the following commutative diagram of G S

spaces:

-TE +-^ rB(9(E), e,9) *- g*(q) — TB(9(E), tf , <») -*> TB(A, (i , S)

l" I
77 *-z- B(^(E), â, f ) <— B-► B^(E), &, Ê)-► 77(A, (Î , 6)

e g g
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Since e ° g ~ lB, the G^-CHP gives a map g*(q) -» TE over B (of GS fiberings).

By the universal property of pullbacks and by the diagram, there is a Gf map

8*(q)-**$(/») over 77. This shows that ^4> = 1, the case of GS% being dealt

with by the generalization of Stasheff's work in [Wa3], so that all fibers over points

of 77 are equivariant CW under the appropriate subgroups.

(d) Proof that <J>* = 1. Given /: 77 -> 77(A, #,0), we consider the following

diagram:

e
P

BTT . ^ 77(6p(f*r77(A, S ,S)X &,6) -=-♦ 77(A, tf, fî)

B(9(f), 1, 1)
P

77(A, S, e)<-z~ B("J?(TB(A, &,9)\€,6)
e

The argument in Lemma 2.3.2 shows that the bottom map è is a weak-G-equiva-

lence. Further, by Proposition 2.2.3(ii) and Corollary 2.3.4 the map /» is also a

weak- G-equivalence.

Thus, by the diagram, $^ is an automorphism of hGGil(B, B(A, &, 0)), whence

¥ is a bijection, and hence the inverse of $.

2.4. Comments on the universal base spaces. In [Lai], a relation is displaced

between the fixed point sets of the universal base spaces for equivariant bundles

and the classifying spaces for the various representations. Here, we prove a

generalization of this result for (GS, F) fibrations.

Theorem 2.4.1. Let (GS, F) be one of the categories of fibers (GS6^, F) or

(GStyS, F). Then, if H c G is a closed subgroup, B(A, &,&)" is weakly homotopy

equivalent to Ha6Ä BAa, where RH is a set of representatives of homotopy equiva-

lence classes of actions of H on F such that F G HtyS (so that RH = AH/— , where

AH ={aGA;77a = 77} and a ~ 77 <=> Fa and Fß are H-homotopy equivalent).

Proof. It clearly suffices to show that X = flaeR B(*, Aa, *) is the classifying

space for (HS, F) fibrations over 77-trivial base spaces (a comparison between X

and 77(A, &, B)H being given by the obvious inclusion). But this is a straightfor-

ward generalization of the nonequivariant classifying theorem using the categories

of fibers (Sa, F) associated with the actions considered, proved in [Ma2]. (Alterna-

tively, we repeat the equivariant classification theorem using the equivariant

category of fibers whose distinguished objects are {Fa}aeR regarded as 77-maps

pa:Fa^H/H = *.)
This gives us a formulation of classifying spaces for Illman's equivariant singular

cohomology theories [111] in restricted situations. It has become apparent that

equivariant cohomology theories indexed by RO(G) play an important role in

equivariant stable homotopy, and the construction of an equivariant singular

cohomology theory with Oth representing space 77(A, &, 0) and naturally indexed

by RO(G) is work in progress.
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3. Based fibrations, bundles, and stable fibrations.

3.1. Based G-fibrations. By far the most interesting class of equivariant fiberings

is that of spherical fiberings whose fibers are based G-spaces (where G acts trivially

on the basepoint). Classification of these objects is, in effect, already done for us in

§2 and [Ma2]; all one need do is carry out the purely formal adaptation of 2.1, 2.2

and 2.3, replacing T by T" as in [Ma2, §5].

We shall denote the based equivariant categories of fibers corresponding to

GSQl and GS% by GSS and CS°V respectively, S being the category of based

spaces in %, and T being the category of based spaces in %.

3.2. Equivariant categories of bundle fibers. The purpose of this section is to show

how equivariant fiber bundles (as discussed in [Lai, §1] for example) are, under

suitable conditions, G S fibrations for certain categories of fibers G S.

Definition 3.2.1. A (G, A) bundle is a G-map/»: F-» 77 which is a bundle with

structure group A and with fiber F (in the sense of Steenrod) such that G acts on E

through A bundle maps. A locally trivially (G, A) bundle is a (G, A) bundle /»:

E —* 77 such that 77 has a cover by open tubes GVa such that/7: p~ x(GVa) —» GVa is

(G, A) equivalent to

G*HjVaxF)^GxHaVa^GVa

for some action of 77„ through A, and some topological space F.

Definition 3.2.2. Let F be a space in 6ll, and let A be a topological group which

acts effectively on F (from the right). Define an equivariant category of fibers

(GA9,, F) as follows:

The objects of GA9> are pairs (/», <ï>), where/»: p -> Q is a G-map onto an orbit

with A acting on each fiber, and 3> G GSGlL(pa,p) is an yi-homeomorphism on

fibers for some action a G G9% such that a: Ha -» Aut Fa factors as a repre-

sentation ä: Ha-+A. (Recallpa: F X HG^>G/Ha.)

The morphisms of GA9> are those morphisms in GS% of the form í>'áí>_1:

(/», <£) -> (q, $'), where â: pa -^pß is a morphism in GS6li(pa,pß) which is given

onp~ '(e) by multiplication by /-» (fa, g), for some element (a, g) Œ A X H G.

By a G-numerable space, we shall mean a G-space 77 with a G-partition of unity

subordinate to a cover of 77 by open tubes.

Theorem 3.2.3. Suppose that B has a cover by open tubes as well as a G-partition

of unity which enumerates this cover. If p: E —» 77 is a (G, A) locally trivial bundle

with fiber F, then p is a (GA9>, F) fibration.

Proof. By [Lai, §1.2], all (G,A) locally trivial bundles satisfy the G-CHP.

Alternatively, we appeal to the following:

Lemma 3.2.4. Let p: F-» 77 be a (GS, F) space, and assume that B admits a

numerable G-cover G such that p\p~x(U) is a (GS, F) fibration for each U G G.

Then p is a (GS, F) fibration.

The proof is an easy generalization of [Ma2, §3.8].

We now wish to assert that GA9> fibrations may be classified as in §2. The

following proposition will demonstrate that gammafication is not necessary:
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Proposition 3.2.5. Let (GS, F) = (GA9>, F). Then, with the notations of §2, the

map

p:B(%,&,S)^B(%,&,6)

is a (G, A) locally trivial bundle, hence (GA9>, F) fibration, whenever 90 is numer-

able.

Proof. By Theorem 3.2.3, it suffices to show that/» is locally (G, A) trivial over

some numerable G-cover G of 77(90, <£, 0).

Generalizing [Ma2, §8.2], we define a partition of unity {tt„} as follows:

Let 77 = 77(90, &, 0). Then a consideration of simplicial coordinates shows that

(77, F„77) admits a G-representation («„, w„) as a G-NDR pair. For « > 0, define

G-maps p„: 77 -> 7 by

p0(x) = 1 - u0(x),   and

pn(x) = (1 - w„(x)K_,(«„(*, 1))    if « > 0.

Then define

»„(*) = maxlO, pn(x) - « 2 P,(*)L

tt„ is then seen to be a G-partition of unity for 77.

If Wn = 7rn_1(0, 1], p\Ew is seen to be (G, A) bundle by the argument in [Ma2,

§8.2].
In a similar way, we obtain the analogous result for the associated principal

fiberings.

This shows that it will not be necessary to use gammafications to obtain

fibrations (because the universal "quasifibrations" will, in fact, already be bundles).

Proposition 3.2.6. With the above notations, the maps

Pa: 77(90, &,&a) -* 77(90, &,&a)

are locally trivial Aa bundles for each a G A, where Aa c A is the space of all

Ha-equivariant maps Fa—> Fa.

Proof. This is completely analogous to 3.2.5 and uses the fact that the map

â0: Ha%(Fa, Fa) -► HaGlL(Fa, X)

is a homeomorphism for any 770 space X and any 77a homeomorphism â0: Fa —* X.

(This replaces the Whitehead result used in the cases studied in §2.)

The classification theorem 2.3.6 then goes through automatically, where we omit

T throughout, and we obtain:

Theorem 3.2.7. (GA%, F) fibrations are classified by B(A, &, 0), where &, 0 and

A are the relevant graphs for the category G A 9> (described in §2).

This is not quite a classification theorem for bundles, but closely related to one.

Since the morphisms ä: pa^>pß in GA% are formed from the A -action on F, we

may retopologize GA%(pa,pß) as a subspace of A XH G and thereby obtain

newly topologized spaces 77(A, &, 0); 3.2.5 and 3.2.6 remain valid.
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Theorem 3.2.8. Let A be a topological group which acts effectively on F (from the

right), and let G 9> S(B) denote the set of G-equivalence classes of numerable (G, A)

bundles with fiber F over 77. Then, for B G GtyS, G% S(B) is naturally isomorphic to

«G%(77, ¿(A, 0,0)).

Proof. This is formally identical to 3.2.7 in view of 3.2.5 and 3.2.6, where we

topologize the function spaces using the topology of A.

Corollary 3.2.9. Suppose that the natural map from the appropriate subspace of

A XH G to GA%(pa,pß) (with the compact-open-topology) is a weak equivalence

for each a and ß. Then the natural transformation

p: G%9(B)^&GA<$>(B)

is a bijection.

The proof simply amounts to the observation that p is represented by the evident

map

77(A, &, 0)-*77(A, &, 0)

which is a weak equivalence under the given hypotheses (which always hold in

practice); compare [Ma2, §9.11].

3.3. Stable G-fibrations.

3.3.1. Notations and basic notions. Fix a G action on R°° such that:

(i) each finite dimensional real orthogonal representation of G appears infinitely

often in R°° (up to equivalence);

(ii) R°° is the colimit of its finite dimensional invariant subspaces.

Denote R°° with this action by GR°°.

The letters V, W and U will be used to denote finite dimensional invariant

subspaces of R00, and S v will denote the one-point compactification of V, based at

infinity.

Let 2VX = X A Sv for based G-spaces X e Gr, and let QVX be the space of

based maps Sy -» X. G acts on both "S.VX and ilyX in the evident ways. Observe

that the adjunctions ec: 1 —> S2K2K and £,: 2KfíK-»l restrict to adjunctions of

endofunctors on Gt.

The following proposition motivates the choice of an ambient G-space GR°° as

opposed to use of the category of finite dimensional orthogonal G modules and

linear embeddings:

Proposition and Definition 3.3.2. Let G§ „ denote the category whose objects

are the finite dimensional invariant subspaces of GR°° and whose morphisms are

inclusions of such spaces. A G § t functor F is a continuous functor T: G@ „ —» Gt

such that T(i) is a closed inclusion for every morphism ¿ in G S m. If X is a compact

G-space Gt, then the natural maps

v: colim Gt(X, T(V)) -» Gt(X, colim T(V))

and

hv: colim hGr(X, T(V)) -» hGr(X, colim T(V))

are isomorphisms.
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Proposition 3.3.2 follows from the existence of a cofinal sequence of finite

dimensional G-subspaces of R°°.

3.3.3. Examples of Go, functors, (i) Let T(V) = Sly~2yX for some A' G Gt,

with the action of T on morphisms in Gê , the usual map T(i): tty2,yX -> Q,w 1WX

(for i:V-±W the inclusion of a subspace V).

(ii) Let FEGlbca space (given a preferred G-action; possibly trivial), and let

T(V) denote the classifying space for the category of fibers (GSY, 2KF+), with

the T action on inclusions t: F—> W being given by suspension with the comple-

ment of V in W. (The reason for a preferred action on F will become evident

shortly.)

Definition 3.3.4. A spherical G-fibering is a (GS'Y, Sy) fibration for some

V c GR°°. Two spherical G-fiberings over X are stably G-equivalent, £ ~ £', if 2^ £

is fiberwise G-homotopy equivalent to 2^"|' for some IF, IF' c GR°°, where 2^

denotes fiberwise suspension by S w.

When the base space X is based by adding a disjoint basepoint +, a preferred

G-action on Sy is selected by any spherical G-fibering over X + , and relativity (in

RO(G)) is preserved by stable G-equivalence. (That is, fiberwise suspension of a

fibra ton over *+ gives the same element of RO(G).) Formally, we have the

following:

Let SphgiA') denote the set of equivalence classes of stable G-fibrations over

X + .

Theorem 3.3.5. Let F( V) be the classifying space for (GS'Y, S y) fibrations (as in

Example 3.3.3(h)) based at (*[ ]Me , (0)), where ev is the point (identity coset) in

G/' Hafor Ha= G with action a that of G on V. Then the natural map

<&: hGS(X +, colim T( V)) -* SphG(X)

is an isomorphism.

The proof is^a formal consequence of the definitions.

Remarks 3.3.6. (i) This is the analogue of reduced equivariant K-theoTy, KG(X),

where the analogue for unreduced equivariant AT-theory, KG(X) is defined to be

hGr(X + , colim T(V) X Z).

(ii) The definitions work more generally, and there is no need to restrict attention

to the particular categories of fibers (GS'Y, Sy). Since all the actions in the image

of the equivariant /-homomorphism are orthogonal, it is useful to consider

(GÊ% Sy), the equivariant category of fibers obtained from (GS'Y, Sy) by

restricting attention to orthogonal linear G-actions. We denote the stable classify-

ing space for these categories by 77GF. The analogous bundle category is

(GO(V)9>, V).
Precisely analogous arguments then give us stable classifying spaces in these

cases; the last two are 77GTop and 77GG, and we obtain 77GU similarly.

In order to specify the more interesting categories of fibers pertinent to stable

G-theory, we establish some notation.

3.3.7. Notations and examples, (i) As in 3.3.6, let 77GF denote the classifying
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space    for   the   stable   spherical   G-fibrations    derived   from   the   categories

(GtY,Sy); namely

77GF= colim 77GF(F)

(where BGF(V) is the classifying space for (GET, Sy) fibrations).

(ii) Let QX denote the G-space colim ßK2KAr for A' G Gt, and let FG denote the

subspace of (QS°)G consisting of the G-homotopy equivalences. Since FG is a

grouplike topological monoid, we have £277(FG) sa: FG, and by the usual arguments,

we obtain 77(FG) =a (BgF)g. In fact, as a result of [Brl, §0], we see that (BGF)H =

B(FH), since GR°°, regarded as a space acted on by 77, satisfies the original

hypotheses for the ambient space for 77.

It follows as in §2.4 that the equivariant classifying spaces 77GF have the property

that their fixed point sets (BGF)H are standard classifying spaces for equivariant

stable spherical fibrations over a trivial G-space.

3.4. Some remarks on equivariant K-theory. The arguments in 3.3 establish the

following:

Proposition 3.4.1. 77G0 and BGU are the classifying spaces for (reduced) equi-

variant K-theory (as one would hope).

In 3.5, we shall construct alternate models for 77G0, BGU and BGF which have

important internal structure.

For V < GR°° a G-subspace, let O(V) denote the space of orthogonal G-maps

V -* V, and let OG = colim 0( V). Then standard classifying-space arguments

show that the natural map t: B(0G) -»(BG0)G is a G-equivalence. Similarly, by

3.3.7(h), t: 77(FG) -> (BGF)G is also a G-equivalence.

Recall the following result of torn Dieck [Dil]: Let A(G) denote the Burnside

ring of G, and let A(G)* be the group of units in A(G). Then there is an

isomorphism

d:-u0(FG)^A(G)\

By [Ma2, §8.7], applied to the evident (nonequivariant) category of fibers whose

classifying space is B(FG), we then have the following:

Proposition 3.4.2. (i) There is a weak equivalence

FG^ÜB(FG).

(ii) ttxB(Fg) ce /1(G)*.

Now the results in [Ma4] imply that B(FG) is the zeroth space of a spectrum, and

thus gives rise to a cohomology theory. Similarly, all the fixed-point sets (BGF)H

may be demonstrated to be zeroth spaces of spectra; this makes plausible the

assertion that 77GF is an equivariant infinite loop space, and this is proved in

[MHW].
3.5. Alternate models for BgO, (BGU), and BGF. Here, we construct models for

the above classifying spaces which will be used in a subsequent paper.

Recall the notions of a graph, of an algebra over a graph and of equivariant
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category of fibers from §2. If « is a natural number, define a category (Sn, S") of

fibers as follows:

The distinguished objects of 9n are the maps

Pa:GSv°^G{Va}

where Va is an «-dimensional subspace of GR°° (not necessarily invariant), Sy° is

the one-point compactificaton of Va, and {Va} is regarded as an element of the

«-dimensional Grassmannian manifold. G{Va} is the orbit of {Va}, and GSy- is

the "orbit" of Sy" (or the twisted product Sy" X H G, where 77a is the isotropy

subgroup of {Va}).

Note that G{ Va} has the form G/77a (for 77a = G{K}) and that Fa is equivalent

to qa: G X H Sy° —> G/Ha. The category of fibers S is then defined as in 1.1.2(a).

Let A„, &■„ and 0„ be the associated graph and algebras (as in 2.2.2). We then

have:

Lemma 3.5.1. 77(A„, &n, 0„) is a classifying space for n-dimensional spherical

fibrations. Here, An, éB„ and 0„ are topologized as follows: An is topologized as a

subspace of the n-dimensional Grassmannian manifold of GR°°, and &n and 0„ are

given the weakest topology such that the natural maps &n —» A2n and 0„ —* An are

continuous.

Proof. We refer to §2; 2.2.6 goes through automatically and the evaluation maps

of 2.3.1 are still continuous (with the appropriate topology for P(-)). The proof of

Lemma 2.3.2 adapts easily since any 77-action on an n-dimensional vector space is

the restriction of the G-action on some (not necessarily invariant) subspace of

GR°°.

Definition 3.5.2. Let FG(«) denote the topological G-category whose objects are

the «-dimensional subspaces of GR°° and whose morphisms Sy ^> Sw are those

maps of / such that if / is 77-invariant, then / is an 77-homotopy equivalence.

Theorem 3.5.3. BFG(n) is the classifying space for n-dimensional spherical G-fibra-

tions.

Proof. First construct an auxiliary category FG whose objects are those of FG

but whose morphisms are only those maps/: Sy -^ S^ such that G,v) < G,w-, and

/is G{K) equivariant. Now there is a homeomorphism $: BFG — B(A„, &„, 0„).

Consider the following diagram:

(BF"G)H       ?    » (77FG(«))"

/ /^k = i" ° !

U PF(vf
a<ER

Here, F( Va) is the grouplike monoid of 77-equivalence S y° —* S y° and R is a

representative set of 77-homotopy classes of «-dimensional subspaces of GR°°, iH is

the natural inclusion, as is./. But./ is an equivalence as a consequence of 2.4.1.

Now (BFG(n))H = B(FG(n))H is a classifying space for 77-equivariant fibrations
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over a base space on which 77 acts trivially (using the category of fibers with

distinguished objects = the 77-invariant compactified «-dimensional subspaces of

GR°°), and so k is a homotopy equivalence.

It follows that iH is a homotopy equivalence, so that / is a weak-G-equivalence,

whence a G-equivalence by G-Whitehead.

We now construct stable versions of the above spaces. Here, care must be taken

to obtain well-behaved colimits.

For each invariant subspace V < GR°° let BFG(V) be the realization of the

category whose objects are the | V\ dimensional subspaces of GR°° © V. Then we

may easily pass to colimits to obtain

77FG = colim 77FG( V).

Clearly there is a cofinal sequence of invariant subspaces defining the colimit,

and 77FG classifies stable equivariant spherical fibrations. Similar (and simpler)

constructions now give us spaces BOG and BUG.
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